




 Born 1881 and died 1973

 Famous Spanish painter and sculptor

 Lived most of his life in France

 Enormous influence on 20th century art & culture

 Liked to paint in various styles and to shock



 Painted in 1932. 

 Picasso used one of his regular models.

 We see her asleep, her body resting between the two powerful polarized
colour blocks of red and green. 

 It is a really weird combination of beauty and ugliness - a theme that 
continually fascinated Picasso.

 Worth over £100 million pounds!

Asleep
by

Picasso



Some information:

The picture was taken last week.

It is believed to be the largest ever recorded.

My question: would you have the courage?







Courage comes in many forms:

 Physical bravery

 Making a difficult change

 Admitting, or facing, the truth about something

 Not simply following the crowd

 Standing up against a wrong

 Asking for help

 Keeping going

 Getting back up

 Risking failure or embarrassment to take a risk

 Being true to who you are – the real you



Nominated by Stonewall as their Bi Role Model of The Year 2019.

 Hafsa works in the Ministry of Justice in Birmingham

 Active in her organisation’s LGBT network

 She speaks at various events on inclusion and diversity, and her 

experiences of being an LGBT Muslim woman

She has spoken about the importance of finding the courage to be who 

you are, and the freedom and peace doing this brings.



 Yesterday Churches across the country held 
events to support local homeless people. 

 This involved encouraging donations of toiletries, 
clothes and food to local shelters. 

 Let’s pause for 1 minute in silent reflection and 
think about:

 How lucky we are to go home each day

 How lucky we are to have hot water to shower

 How lucky we are to have clean clothes to wear

 How lucky we are to have hot food each day

 How lucky we are to have someone to care for us 
when we feel ill

 How lucky we are to not be an outcast



 Like to keep physically fit?

 Like the idea of adventure & challenge?

 Like a job where every day is different?

Courageous? Both physically and morally?

What about a career as a police officer in 

London?

Click here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iqozrkrl8zk

